paraffin wax techniques which can give as good results if competently performed. The second chapter describes the interrelationships of endosteal cells, fibroblasts and fat cells and notes similarities between the marrow changes in chronic granulocytic leukaemia and fetal haemopoiesis. Next is a good chapter on myelodysplasia in which the abnormal localization of blast cells is described, with its association with poor prognosis. Then there are two chapters on chronic myeloproliferative diseases. Here there are excellent photographs and descriptions of a complexity beyond that normally associated with these diseases, encapsulated in some interesting diagrams. Finally there are three rather uneven chapters on lymphoproliferative diseases including chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and Hodgkin's disease. There is a major and successful attempt to relate the bone marrow histology to the median survival.
Whilst this book offers little new to the experienced haematologist and histopathologist, the tyro will find a good deal that is useful. However, the information is expensive at the price. The authors, a philosopher of science and a psychiatrist, invite the reader to view this book as a study in the history of ideas regarding psychotherapy but, unfortunately, it frequently becomes moribund with words, words and more words which lack the precision and cohesion which the subject demands. The motive force which has directed the authors into this morass is unclear, but on page 100 it may be that the mystery is solved: ' We are here to attack the chemopsychopharmocological school of thought...' and although the authors claim that they are not opposed to drug treatments, it appears to the reviewer that at the heart of this publication is the idea that physical treatments are, in principle, in4ppropriate for individuals with disordered behaviour. Also, the authors consider that 'shock therapy' (presumably electroconvulsive therapy) is a 'brutal' method, although they 'cannot honestly deny even that at times these butcheries (i.e. ECT and psychosurgery) are possibly justifiable'. However, if mental illness is seen from a clinical perspective, it must be recognized that for some forms of mental disorder, e.g. manic-depressive psychosis, drug and ECT treatment can offer remarkable benefits which are not obtained by any other intervention. This book will deserve an honorable mention in future reviews on anti-psychiatric literature as an excellent example of the filibuster. However, it does provide a useful recapitulation of a wide range of past ideas. This is the work of a New Zealand general physician, not of a dermatologist, and is designed to be useful to students, general practitioners, district nurses and podiatristsand I am sure it will be. It is an atlas of 'mainly common' nail changes and starts with more than '50 photographs of normal nails, followed by a number of nails with minor changes,' before reaching the more severe abnormalities.
The illustrations are generally very good and most are reproduced at 2 to 4 times normal size. This is ideal as the careful examination of a nail requires magnification of this order. Pen and ink drawings of individual nails pointing out minor changes that are not immediately seen are also very good and useful. This is an atlas of more than 400 pictures and there is therefore very little text. Even so, I find it hard to accept everything we are told about these illustrations. Much is made of changes attributed to malnutrition but unfortunately the abnormalities are also seen in persons otherwise normal, and correction of diet does not alter them. Likewise the absence of a half moon on one or more nails is so common that it must be accepted as within the bounds of normality. However, this book really must be considered a bargain at the price. 
